Professional in Advisory – Cybersecurity – Cyber Threat Management

Cybersecurity is about managing cyber risk, but it is equally about enabling organizations to take advantage of opportunities in today’s digital world. As a professional with our cybersecurity services, you’ll help make this happen. This means using your technical knowledge and client facing experience and working with our advisory and partnership team to help clients from all major industries to better assess their risks and improve their operations, grow revenue, and manage risks to increase shareholder value. Working with some of the world’s most prestigious firms you will be an integral part of our team.

The opportunity

We are currently seeking highly motivated people to join our Cybersecurity Advisory services, which is a leading provider to clients of all major industries. With our support you’ll build valued relationships with our clients and other members of Advisory team and will focus on high-impact opportunities and projects. We’re currently growing our Advisory team to help meet increasing demand, providing you with the opportunity to work with a number of large scale projects for major clients in Greece and abroad.

Our Cybersecurity team assists clients in identifying, assessing and addressing emerging cyber risks. Our teams of Cybersecurity advisors mainly work on attack and penetration testing, red teaming, cyber war games, vulnerability identification, source code reviews, security analytics, cyber threat intelligence and incident response engagements.

Your key responsibilities

You will be given the opportunity to work and take responsibilities on challenging projects by gaining exposure to various sectors, both within Greece and abroad. Bringing experience and unique insight on one or more areas, you will use your knowledge to provide services covering a spectrum of activities. As part of our team you will be expected to take on responsibility and initiative early, providing you with real experience working with a wide range of major clients in Greece and abroad. You will be taking responsibility for the quality of your work and receive regular feedback, while continually developing your personal and professional skills through formal training, hands-on experience and coaching.

Skills and attributes for success

- A Master’s Degree, or equivalent, in Information Security, Cyber Security, Information Technology, Informatics, or other similar and technical areas
- Ability to translate technical issues into business risks and describe them both in writing and verbally.
- Willingness to research client inquiries and emerging issues, including regulations, industry practices, and new technologies.
- Good organizational and time management skills with the ability to prioritize and complete multiple complex projects under tight deadlines
- Ability to travel and work abroad for international projects
- Excellent interpersonal skills and ability to work effectively within a team
- Evidence of self-motivation to continuously develop in the areas of cybersecurity

To qualify for the role you must have

- Experience in infrastructure security assessments in one or more of the following, external and internal penetration testing, wireless security assessments, operational technology penetration testing, or any other relevant technological environment
- Experience in application security in one or more of the following, web application, web services, dynamic application security testing, thick and mobile applications
- Experience in secure code review and source code auditing
• Extensive knowledge in operating systems, web, and network security
• Managing complex engagements in relation to the technical aspect of cybersecurity

Ideally, you’ll also have

• Experience in red teaming, or adversary simulation activities, or other goal based penetration testing aiming to assess response capabilities
• Experience in delivering sophisticated social engineering and phishing campaigns
• Experience in performing security testing in specialized environments, such as PLCs, ATMs, POS devices, etc.
• Experience in research in technical information security areas
• Relevant experience in programming or scripting
• Any experience with malware analysis, incident response, threat management, systems hardening, or other technical information security area will be considered a strong asset
• Any related professional qualification (e.g. OSEE, OSCE, OSCP, OSWP, GSEC, GPEN, GCIAH, GWAPT, GXPN, CEH, eCPPT, etc.)

What we are looking for

What’s most important is that you’re dedicated to working with your colleagues as part of a high-performing team. You’ll need to demonstrate enthusiasm, high motivation and passion to develop fast in a multinational working environment. You’ll need to thrive in picking up new skills and talents as you go, so natural curiosity, a lot of questions and the confidence to speak up when you see something that could be improved are essential. If you’ve got the right combination of technical knowledge and communication skills, this role is for you.

What working at EY offers

We offer a competitive compensation package where you’ll be rewarded based on your performance and recognized for the value you bring to our business. Plus, we offer:

• Plenty of training opportunities
• A clear path of progression, tailored to your own unique talents and ambitions
• Exposure to colleagues and senior stakeholders across the business
• The freedom and flexibility to handle your role in a way that’s right for you

EY is committed to being an inclusive employer and we are happy to consider flexible working arrangements. We strive to achieve the right balance for our people, enabling us to deliver excellent client service whilst allowing you to build your career without sacrificing your personal priorities. While our client-facing professionals can be required to travel regularly, and at times be based at client sites, our flexible working arrangements can help you to achieve a lifestyle balance.

About EY

As a global leader in assurance, tax, transaction and advisory services, we’re using the finance products, expertise and systems we’ve developed to build a better working world. That starts with a culture that believes in giving you the training, opportunities and creative freedom to make things better. Whenever you join, however long you stay, the exceptional EY experience lasts a lifetime. And with a commitment to hiring and developing the most passionate people, we’ll make our ambition to be the best employer by 2020 a reality.

If you can confidently demonstrate that you meet the criteria above, please contact us as soon as possible.

Make your mark. Apply now.